
One year of 
BBM in Türkiye
A warm embrace for the shattered hearts



11-12 March 2023
BBM Introductory Course
130 participants who were
directly affected and/or
working with people who
were victims of the
earthquake received BBM
introductory training for self-
regulation.



18 April 2023
Crisis Relief Event
Over 400 participants,  
attended the free online
seminar given by Dr.
Richard Brown and Dr.
Patricia Gerbarg



Free daily online
BBM sessions
offered for two
months after the
earthquake by L3
and L2 BBM teachers
in Turkey



May-June-July 2023
Over 200 Participants
August-September-
October 2023          
Over 200 Participants

Children BBM Courses
by Jyoti Manuel:



May-June 2023      
22 Participants

July-October 2023  
33 Participants

BBM Level 1 Courses:



Though trained all
online, a nice and warm
BBM family is being
form with teachers all
over Turkey eager to
teach and grow interest
for the practices.



Through her platform and credbilty she
pioneered the BBM activites in Türkiye. She
has 68K followers in Instgarm and 56K
followers in YouTube where she also has 21
video series of BBM Practices.  

L3 Teacher Zeynep Aksoy



Zeynep Aksoy also has a
a page under her
platform
www.zeynepaksoyreset.com
dedicated to BBM  
resources.



L3 Teachers Fakiha Amil and Ayşegül Didem Özdemir
Teaching regular sessions on Zeynep Aksoy Reset Platform



Fakiha Amil
Teaching regular sessions on in rural schools, in hospitals for health workers, in city
community centers.



Hale İrtem (L1)
is working with
earthquake victims
and refugees and
reciving wonderful
feedbacks



Belma Ataç (L1) is
working with elderly
people in a senior care
center



Here is Belma again; working with children
with special needs. After a couple of sessions
one child who is always silent started
communicating...



Gonca Sorguç Tezcan
(L1) gives regular
sessions 4 times a week
in the city community
center and various NGOs
to more than 60 pepole
in total every week



Here is a fast video of the session given by Filiz Diker (L1) during a retreat
for artists. Among them were two artists who experienced the earthquake.
On the last day of the reatreat an earthquake happened but everybody kept
ther calm and were fascinated by their own fast recovery. 



Şeyma Yenioğlu (L1)
worked with children in
children’s home for 3
months twice a week and
witness them transform
from their frozen state to
more interactive and
playful behaviour.



Tamar Telli (L1) worked
gave regular BBM
sessions on July and
August twice a week in
her summer sports club
and now she is giving
regular weekly sessions in
her hgh school alumni



Growing with love...

These are just a few nice
examples of the growing

interest and community of
BBM teachers and

practioners. There are
many heartwarming

personal stories which
prove the wonderful
effects of the BBM

practices.



Thank you


